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Abstract In this paper, we study the means of developing an imitation
process allowing to improve learning in the framework of learning classi-
fier systems. We present three different approaches in the way a behavior
observed may be taken into account through a guidance interaction: two
approaches using a model of this behavior, and one without modelling.
Those approaches are evaluated and compared in different environments
when they are applied to three major classifier systems : ZCS, XCS and
ACS. Results are analyzed and discussed. They highlight the importance
of using a model of the observed behavior to enable an efficient imitation.
Moreover, they show the advantages of taking this model into account by
a specialized internal action. Finally, they bring new results of comparison
between ZCS, XCS and ACS.
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1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) considers an agent that learns to perform a
task by interacting with an unknown environment returning some feedback
in terms of numerical reward. The agent’s objective is to develop an action
selection strategy which maximizes the incoming reward. A major difficulty
in this learning comes from the fact that the quality of a solution relies
heavily on the exploration the agent made of the environment. In fact, the
only way to ensure the convergence of learning to an optimal, or even cor-
rect, solution is to explore repeatedly and exhaustively every state-action
pairs [27]. In most cases, however, such an exploration is simply impossi-
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ble. A mean of reducing the learning difficulty may consist in directing its
exploration by observing the behavior of another agent. This type of learn-
ing can be obtained by an explicit teaching or a demonstration [18,31], by
sharing privileged information [19], or by what is considered traditionally
as imitation [1,2]. In imitation, an agent observes another agent execut-
ing an activity in context and tries to reproduce the behavior of the agent
observed. Typically, the imitator agent has to express its observations of
the other agents’ behaviors in terms of its own capacities and to solve all
ambiguities in the observations due to partial observability or noise.

The present research addresses the problem of developing imitation learn-
ing methods appropriate to reinforcement learning and especially for learn-
ing classifier systems. The principle is to enable an observer agent to get
advantage of the observation of a mentor agent in order to improve its capac-
ities to respond to its own objectives. In reinforcement learning, imitation
may be considered as a knowledge transfer process between two agents [22].
For instance, the behavioral cloning approach [24,28], and, to some extent
the paradigm of true imitation [20], are based on the idea of a policy trans-
fer from one agent and the other. Utgoff’s rational constraint technique
[29] and S̆uc and Bratko’s LQ controller induction methods [26] represent
an attempt to define imitation in terms of the transfer of Q-values from
one agent to another. Ng’s inverse reinforcement learning [21] can be seen
as a model that attempts to implicitly transfer a reward function between
agents. Finally, Price’s implicit imitation method consists in transferring
the information of the transitions model between agents [23].

The existing approaches are generally based on various assumptions. It
is often admitted that a cooperative mentor wishes to provide inputs appro-
priately encoded to the agent. It is often supposed that the observer and
the mentor have the same objectives or that behaviors can be represented
as indivisible units that can be evaluated and then transfered. However, we
consider that, in lots of cases it may be useful to remove those assump-
tions. For instance, a mentor may not wish, or may not be able, to alter
its behavior to teach the observer. Moreover, the mentor may not want or
not be able to explicitly communicate with the observer. The observation
of such a mentor may nevertheless bring some useful information for the
learning of the observer. For this reason, an essential point in our work is to
have no assumption on the mentor’s behavior. He does not have to act as a
teacher. Especially, the current hypothesis according to which the mentor
and observer have to share some common objectives is suppressed. Thus, in
this work, the observer does not have to imitate the observed behavior. On
the contrary, the point in this learning process is to enable the observer to
reproduce the parts of the mentor’s behavior relevant to its own objectives
but also to improve this behavior. This context of work is similar to the one
presented by Price [23] in his implicit imitation model applied to model-
based reinforcement learning methods. One of the approaches we present in
this paper is inspired from this model.
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A second important aspect of the work presented in this paper is the
use of learning classifier systems (LCSs) as reinforcement learning methods.
It consists in rule-based systems initially developed in the research field of
evolutionary computation. In those systems, perceptions of the environment
are associated with actions under the form of condition-action type rules,
called classifiers, using mechanisms enabling to generalize across regularities
of perceptions. Their general concept lies in the generation and the manip-
ulation of rules induced by the interactions with the environment, and the
use of different mechanisms, often stochastic, to explore the set of classi-
fiers. In particular, the classic search method consists in considering the set
of rules as a population of individuals and in applying a genetic algorithm
[10] on this population.

Actually, no study seems to have joined imitation learning and reinforce-
ment learning by LCSs based on actual architectures. In 1994, Dorigo and
Colombetti [9] has investigated the use of ”shaping” to help a robot con-
trolled by a LCS to learn to perform a predefined behavior. Neverthless, this
work was concentrated on LCSs’ architectures based on the Holland’s origi-
nal one [13] which is rather different from the architectures of LCS studied in
the present paper. Moreover, the idea of shaping being to transfer task level
knowledge by the use of a trainer, their framework is rather different from
ours. LCSs being considered as model-free reinforcement learning methods,
our framework is also different from the one used by Price. Consequently,
this study is a first step in the design of some imitation learning methods
for actual LCSs. First, we decided to consider the way an observed behav-
ior may influence the learning of LCSs. Several approaches are presented
here which are applicable to the majority of LCSs with a mentor/observer
model of interaction based on explicit guidance and control taking. These
approaches are tested on three major LCSs : ZCS [32] as strength-based sys-
tem, XCS [33] as accuracy-based system and ACS [25] as anticipation-based
system. The study presented in this paper, thus enabled some new compar-
isons between those systems and brings new insights into their behavior in
various types of problems.

This paper begins with a general presentation of learning classifier sys-
tems, followed by a short description of ZCS, XCS and ACS. Then, we
present several approaches of imitation in the framework of LCSs. We first
present the mentor/observer interaction mechanism, used in our study, and
then describe three different approaches of imitation in the way the observed
behavior is taken into account. The third section present several experiments
enabling to test and compare our approaches in different environments. In
the fourth section, the results are analyzed and discussed. Finally, the last
section concludes this study and presents some future works.

2 Three reference Learning Classifier Systems

In this study, we focus on three learning classifier systems (LCSs): ZCS [32],
XCS [33] and ACS [25]. All these systems share a same base architecture.
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They implement an online model-free reinforcement learning algorithm, and
do not make use of a message list in opposite to the first LCSs [13]. Behind
these common bases, each of them adds some specific features modifying
the way a problem is learned and decisions are taken.

2.1 The global framework

LCSs are essentially rule-based decision systems in which generalization is
obtained through the use of evolutionary methods [10]. A LCS is always
linked to an input interface and an output interface used to communicate
with the environment. At any instant t, it gets from the input interface a
sensory situation σt representing the perception of the actual state of the
environment and a reward ρt. Such a situation is defined as a string of
discrete values: σt ∈ SL with L the size of the string and S = {s1, . . . , sm}
a set of m possible values. The reward ρt is a simple real value.

In response, the LCS selects an action αt and sends it to the output
interface which has the function to execute this action in the environment.
Actions are coded with discrete values: αt ∈ {a1, . . . , an}, where n is the
number of different actions and a1, . . . , an are these actions.

2.1.1 Coding of the information The principal component of any LCS is
the classifiers population. It represents the basic knowledge of the system
and consists in a list of syntactic rules using the form < condition >:<
action >. These rules, called classifiers, are composed of a condition part
and of an action part:

– the condition part specifies the prerequisites of the perception for this
rule to be applicable.

– the action part specifies an action to execute if the condition part is
satisfied by the perception.

The condition part is represented by a string of L discrete values in
S

⋃

{#}. The particular ”#” symbol is called generalization symbol or don’t-
care symbol. It matches every possible attribute value of the perception.
Thus, if S = {0, 1}, a condition C = 00#1 is satisfied by perceptions σt =
0001 or σt = 0011. We say that this condition matches these situations.

The action part can have several forms. It may be an action directly
achievable in the environment. In this case, it will be one of the n possible
actions {a1, . . . , an}.

In addition to those two parts, a classifier usually contains some parame-
ters making it possible to measure its importance for the action choice made
by the system. In particular, any classifier contains a measurement of the
interest which its action represents in the environment when its condition
is satisfied by the perception. These parameters depend on the LCS.
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2.1.2 Rules management At any cycle t, the system perceives a couple
(σt, ρt) from the environment, where σt is the current situation, i.e. the
perception of the current state of the environment, and ρt a reward value
associated to that state. As in any decision system, the LCS has to de-
termine an action value P (ai) for every action ai and to choose an action
according to those values. The action value function computed by the LCS
is often called prediction function because it generally consists in predicting
a discounted reward as the same of the Q function in model-free reinforce-
ment learning methods such as Q-learning [30]. In order to compute those
values for the current cycle, the LCS creates a subset of the classifiers pop-
ulation containing every classifier whose condition part matches the current
situation. This set is called match set. The action values are then calculated
according to the parameters of the classifiers in this set. Every classifier
contributes to the computation of the value of the action advocated by its
action part.

Once computed the action values P (ai), the action choice is made by a
selection mechanism enabling to favor the exploration of the environment or
the exploitation of the system’s knowledge. The most common mechanism
is probably ǫ-greedy [27] in which, with a probability ǫ, the action is chosen
randomly in the set of possible actions, otherwise the action with the highest
value is chosen.

The selected action is then executed in the environment and the system
perceives in consequence a new couple (σt+1, ρt+1). This information allows
to update the classifiers population. This update consists in two steps:

– the reinforcement: the parameters of the classifiers contained in the
match set and advocating the executed action are updated. The update
mechanisms depend on the considered LCS type. Most of time, they
apply the bucket brigade algorithm [10], or Q-learning update equation
[30].

– the discovery: some new classifiers are created and some classifiers may
be eliminated. Several methods are used according to systems. The orig-
inal method consists in using a genetic algorithm (GA) [10]. In some
systems, a covering operation is added whose function is to create new
classifiers if the match set is empty. Finally, some LCS use specific heuris-
tic instead of a GA.

Finally, the t+1 cycle can begin with (σt+1, ρt+1) as current perception.

2.2 ZCS

ZCS has been presented by Wilson in 1994 [32]. It is considered as the zeroth
level classifier system, i.e. a LCS which conserves only the bare minimum of
classical LCS. Indeed, ZCS uses a classifier format having a unique param-
eter called strength and its condition and action parts are expressed in the
binary alphabet S = {0, 1}. The classifiers update is made according to the
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implicit bucket brigade algorithm [10]. A kind of ”strength conservation” is
applied. As a matter of fact, the classifier has to pay a tax to participate
to the action choice. The sum of those taxes is distributed among classifiers
which, at the last cycle, advocated the last executed action. When a new
action is selected and executed in the environment, the perceived reward is
distributed among the classifiers of the match set advocating this action.
Finally, the discovery of some new classifiers is made by using a genetic
algorithm.

Action values are computed, for each action a, as the sum of the strengths
of the classifiers contained in the match set and advocating a:

P (σt, a) =

∑

c∈Mt|a
force(c)

∑

c∈Mt
force(c)

(1)

with σt the current situation, Mt the match set, Mt|a the set of classifiers
in Mt which advocate the action a, and force(c) the projection function
which associates to a classifier c its strength value.

The first experiments made by Wilson showed that ZCS was able to
solve some maze problems but, often, with suboptimal strategies. Cliff and
Ross [7] highlighted ZCS incapacity to solve some multi-steps tasks implying
long action chains. Nevertheless, Bull and Hurst showed, in 2002, that ZCS
was able to obtain optimal performances, even in long chain environments,
with appropriate parameter values [3].

2.3 XCS

XCS has been presented by Wilson in 1995 [33] and is considered as the
reference of accuracy-based LCS. It makes use of a genetic algorithm in
which classifier’s fitness is a measure of the accuracy of the classifier reward
prediction instead of their strength. Thus, in XCS, the strength of classi-
fiers is replaced by three parameters: the reward prediction, the prediction
error and the fitness. The reward prediction estimates the reinforcement
perceived form the environment when the classifier action is executed. This
parameter is used during the action selection. The prediction error is com-
puted by comparison between the prediction and the real reward. Finally,
the fitness measures the prediction accuracy: it is computed in function of
the reverse of the error. It is used for the action selection and the genetic
algorithm selection. XCS classifiers include several other additional parame-
ters less fundamental than the three precedents. Those parameters are used
to accelerate the learning process and to control more precisely the call of
the discovery mechanisms. Like ZCS, the condition parts and action of its
classifiers use a binary alphabet.

The value of each action is calculated as the average of the prediction of
classifiers in Mt advocating the considered action, balanced by their fitness.

P (σt, a) =

∑

c∈Mt|a
pred(c) × fit(c)

∑

c∈Mt|a
fit(c)

(2)
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with σt the current situation and Mt|a the set of classifiers in Mt which
advocate the action a. pred(c) and fit(c) are two projection functions which,
to a classifier, associate respectively its prediction value and its fitness value.

The classifiers predictions update is inspired from Q-learning. Thus, the
prediction of classifiers contained in the match set Mt and advocating the
last executed action αt, is updated according to the following equation:

p→ (1− β) · p + β · (ρt+1 + γ ·max
a∈A
{P (σt+1, a)}) (3)

with p the updated prediction parameter, β the learning rate, γ the discount
factor, and A the set of possible actions. ρt+1 is the reward perceived in
consequence of αt execution.

XCS particularity is to favor classifiers with a correct prediction of the
discounted reward instead of those with a high prediction. This enables to
develop a population of classifiers modeling accurately the distribution of
the reward in the environment. In 2000, Lanzi presented a formalization
of LCS in a reinforcement learning perspective [17]. He demonstrated that
XCS is formally equivalent to tabular Q-learning if generalization and the
genetic algorithm are turned off, and if the population size is not limited.
With generalization and the genetic algorithm, the classifiers population of
XCS evolves so as to approximate the action value function as it is defined
by Q-learning.

XCS has been the subject of many studies. In 1996, Kovacs showed that
this system has the capacity to develop a minimal representation of the
optimal solution [14]. The relation between the performances of XCS and
the complexity of the problems was approached by Kovacs and Kerber [15].
Lanzi showed that XCS presented serious difficulties of modelling in certain
types of environment, where certain states are not explored sufficiently often
[16].

2.4 ACS

ACS has been presented by Stolzmann in 1997 [25]. Its particularity is to
apply a learning mechanism issued from the field of psychology: the ”antici-
patory behavioral control” of Hoffmann [12]. In this LCS, the basic structure
of classifiers is enhanced with an effect part representing an anticipation of
the perceptive consequences of actions in the environment. This effect part
has the same structure of the condition part except that the # symbol does
not have the same sense as it means that the value of the attribute con-
taining this symbol is not changed by the execution of the action advocated
by the classifier. The classifiers of ACS have two parameters: the reward
prediction and the anticipation quality. The effect part, which is associated
to a learning process called anticipatory latent learning (ALP), allows the
system to learn latently an internal representation states dynamic of the
environment. Thus, the classifiers population evolves so as to model transi-
tions of the environment.
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The value of an action is computed as the maximum product (prediction
× quality) of classifiers in Mt which advocate this action:

P (σt, a) = max
c∈Mt|a

(prediction(c)× quality(c)) (4)

with σt the current situation and Mt|a the set of classifiers in Mt which advo-
cate the action a. prediction(c) and quality(c) are two projection functions
which, to a classifier c, associates respectively its prediction value and its
quality value.

As in XCS, the predictions update are inspired from Q-learning (see
equation 3). The quality parameter is updated during the ALP according
to the following principle: if the updated classifier correctly anticipates the
situation perceived in consequence of the execution of the action, its quality
is increased, or decreased, according to the Widrow-Hoff delta rule:

Increase : q ← (1 − bq) · q + bq (5)

Decrease : q ← (1 − bq) · q (6)

with q the updated quality parameter and bq the quality learning rate.
In ACS, the discovery is not obtained with a genetic algorithm. The

classifiers population begins with one completely general classifier for each
possible action: every attributes of the condition and effect parts are #
symbols. Then the ALP creates new specialized classifiers as soon as some
error of anticipation are detected.

The ACS model has been the subject of many evolutions and studies
over the last few years. The version of ACS used in this article is based on
that of Stolzmann and includes various improvements made by Stolzmann
and Butz. It acts as the version presented in [5] before the addition of the
genetic algorithm investigated in the article.

3 Approaches of imitation in LCSs

The objective of this work is to equip known systems with some mechanisms,
making it possible to imitate implicitly certain elements of the behavior of
a mentor. This work was carried out in several stages. Initially, we defined
a context of imitation and of mentor/observer interaction as a base study.
Then several approaches in the way an observed behavior may be taken into
account are presented.

3.1 A study framework

3.1.1 The learning agent. We consider an agent, said observer, interacting
with an environment according to the classical framework of reinforcement
learning, and whose control architecture is a classifier system. Thus, at
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each execution cycle t, the agent perceives a couple (σt, ρt) which repre-
sents respectively the current situation of the environment and a reward
corresponding to this situation. Its control architecture selects an action αt

according to this couple. σt is defined as a string of L symbols among the set
S = {s1, . . . , sm}. The reward is a positive or null real value. Finally, αt is
an element of a set of n actions A = {a1, . . . , an}. Once selected, the action
is executed in the environment. A new cycle begins with the perception of
the situation σt+1 and the reward ρt+1 as consequences of the execution of
this action.

3.1.2 The mentor. In parallel to the observer agent, we consider a mentor
which can interact in the same environment with a given policy. Whatever
the mentor’s properties, its behavior is regarded as containing information
likely to help the observer maximize the cumulative reward of the environ-
ment. To take into account this behavior, it is necessary to define a model
of interaction mentor/observer to specify how this behavior will be trans-
mitted to the observer.

The model of interaction used in this study is called guidance interaction.
This method consists in authorizing the takeover of the observer by an
external agent, either a human being or a machine. Thus the mentor does
not appear explicitly in the environment in the shape of a second agent. It
acts in the environment via the observer. The guidance interaction consists
of four rules:

– At any moment during a simulation, a user (or mentor) can take the
control of the observer agent.

– Any mentor controlling the system perceives in the environment the
situation from the sensors of the system and only this situation.

– Any mentor controlling the system must choose an action, at each ex-
ecution cycle, among the actions set of the system. The chosen action
replaces the action selected by the system (mechanism of subsumption)
and is returned to the actuators of the system.

– At any moment during a simulation, the mentor guiding the observer
can stop the takeover. The observer agent then retrieves its autonomy.

Figure 1 illustrates the operation of guidance. The situation σt is sent
to the mentor in parallel of the control architecture. The action selection is
assisted by a mechanism of subsumption making it possible for the action
of the mentor to replace the action chosen by the control architecture in the
case of guidance. If this mechanism receives an action from a mentor, then it
is this action which will be sent to the actuators. Formally, this mechanism
is represented by the subaction operator applied to the action returned by
the action selection mechanism of the observer and to the mentor’s action.
We define this operation as follows:

subaction(ao, am) =

{

ao if am = ∅,
am otherwise.
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Fig. 1 Guidance interaction mechanism.

with ao, am two actions. During subsumption, ao will be the action cho-
sen by the control architecture and am the action of the mentor. Thus,
in the case of guidance (am > 6= ∅), the mentor replaces the action selec-
tion mechanism of the system. The action finally sent to the actuators is:
αt = subaction(ao, am).

This way of transmitting a behavior seems as an elementary method,
and finds its application in several problems. In particular, the takeover
is a frequent mechanism in the fields of robotics or Virtual Worlds [11].
Let us note that, within the framework of the Virtual Worlds, this process
is also called avatarization: during the guidance, the observer is an avatar
[8] of the mentor, i.e. his representation in the environment. The behavior
transmission method by guidance remains however general. Its characteris-
tic, besides facilitating the expression of the mentor behavior, is to impose
systematically the test by the agent of the actions of the mentor. This sys-
tematic test is important for model-free methods of reinforcement learning
since, not taking advantage of any transition model of the environment, it
is the only way by which those methods can determine the consequences of
an action.

3.1.3 Imitation approaches Our approaches of imitation have to allow the
observer agent to improve his behavior thanks to the observation of the
mentor’s behavior. Considering the mentor/observer interaction model used,
the observer will take account of the behavior of the mentor when it is guided
and will then have to hold the parts of this behavior which can improve its
own performances.

We present three different approaches we developed to explore the way a
behavior observed may be taken into account. They distinguish themselves
by the way they integrate this behavior. The first consists in letting guidance
act like a simple method of exploration of the environment, while the two
others make use of a model of the mentor built during guidance, i.e. a system
whose purpose is to give a value to every actions according to the behavior
of the mentor. The difference between those two last approaches is in the
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type of values given to the actions of the mentor and in the way those values
are taken into account for the action selection of the observer agent.

3.2 ”Guidance-only” approach

The guidance-only approach (GO) consists in letting guidance replace the
action choice mechanism of the LCS to which it is applied. Each time a
mentor will impose an action on the system, this one ”will believe” to have
chosen this action and will learn according to this action. Because the men-
tor replaces the action choice mechanism, the guidance mechanism then
becomes an action choice mechanism as well as ǫ-greedy [27]. It acts as a
method of exploration having to do with doing what somebody else says.
Thus, the mentor guides the exploration of the system.

The goal of this approach is to allow the study of guidance as a method
of exploration in the learning carried out by LCSs. This approach does not
bring any particular mechanism to support the imitation. It was imple-
mented, on the one hand, in order to highlight the impact of guidance on
LCSs and, on the other hand, to obtain performances to use as a bases in
the study of the other approaches.

3.3 ”Augmented Bellman equation” approach

The augmented Bellman equation approach (ABE) adapts the implicit imi-
tation model of Bob Price[23] in the context of LCSs. It makes use of a LCS
dedicated to the modelling of the reward specific to the mentor’s behavior
in parallel of the LCS to which it applies and amalgamates their predictions
on a similar basis than the augmented Bellman equation presented by Price.

3.3.1 Price’s implicit imitation The augmented Bellman equation has been
presented by Price in order to implement a model of imitation in the con-
text of model-based reinforcement learning in Markov decision processes.
As the classical Bellman equation, it defines the state value function of the
learning agent (V ) from the estimated transition function (T ), but it uses
in addition a second transition function computed according to the obser-
vation of a mentor. This additional transition function is a Markov chain
Tm, defined on S, resulting of the mentor’s behavior, with Tm(s, t) denoting
the transition probability from the state s to the state t.

The augmented Bellman equation reads as follows:

V (s) = R(s) + γ ·max
{

max
a∈A

{

∑

t∈S

T (s, a, t)V (t)
}

,
∑

t∈S

Tm(s, t)V (t)
}

(7)

Thus, it consists in the usual Bellman equation with an additional term
∑

t∈S Tm(s, t)V (t), called the ”second sum”, and representing the value ex-
pected of the reproduction of mentor’s action. The estimated values pro-
duced by this equation are called augmented values.
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The ABE approach is inspired by this method and adapts this equation
to the framework of LCSs. It implements the notion of augmented prediction.

3.3.2 From augmented values to augmented predictions LCSs may be con-
sidered as model-free methods of reinforcement learning: they do not dispose
of a transition model of the environment and compute state-action values
rather than state values. Those action values are directly calculated and up-
dated during the interaction with the environment. Their updating is done
in order to tend to the optimality Bellman equation for Q:

Q(s, a) = ρ + γ ·max
a′∈A

{

Q(s′, a′)
}

(8)

with Q(s, a) the value of the action a in the situation s. A is the set of
possible actions and, s′ and ρ are respectively the situation and the reward
resulting from the execution of a.

We call Po(s, a) the action value function of the observer agent, com-
puted by its control architecture. Adapting the augmented Bellman equation
in the context of LCSs consists then in using a second action value func-
tion proper to mentor’s behavior and to integrate it in the computation of
Po by maximization. We thus define Pm as an action value only computed
according to observed actions of the mentor. The Po and Pm functions are
define as follows:

Pm(s, a) = ρ + γ ·max
a′∈A

{

Pm(s′, a′)
}

(9)

Po(s, a) = ρ + γ ·max
a′∈A

{

Po(s
′, a′), Pm(s′, a′)

}

(10)

where s is a situation in S and a an action of the actions set A. s′ and ρ are
respectively the situation and the reward resulting from the execution of a.
We call augmented prediction the values represented by the Po function and
guided prediction those represented by Pm.

3.3.3 ABE Architecture Figure 2 presents the architecture of the aug-
mented Bellman equation approach (ABE). This architecture applies the
principle of augmented predictions by the using of two LCSs in parallel:

– RwdCS (”Reward Classifier System”) implementing the computation of
the augmented predictions Po of the system.

– UsrRCS (”User Reward Classifier System”) whose aim is to compute
the guided predictions Pm.

At each execution cycle t, the system gets the couple (σt, ρt) represent-
ing its perception of the current state of the environment and the reward
corresponding to this state. According to σt, the two LCSs compute their re-
spective predictions Po(σt, a) and Pm(σt, a) for each possible action a. These
computations are made using the predictions of their classifiers and their
internal mechanisms. They depend on the types of LCSs used as RwdCS
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Fig. 2 The ABE architecture.

and UsrRCS. The set of actions used by these two LCSs is A, i.e. the actions
set of the observer.

In the ABE architecture, the augmented Bellman equation is applied so
that the selection of the action uses the augmented predictions. Instead of
using equation 10 directly at the time of predictions updating, it is applied
implicitly by a maximization of the predictions made by the two LCSs
during the action choice. Thus, at the end of the predictions computation,
the system has two predictions Po(σt, ai) and Pm(σt, ai) for each action ai.
These predictions are maximized for each action in order to obtain a set of
global predictions P (σt, ai):

P (σt, ai) = max
{

Po(σt, ai), Pm(σt, ai)
}

(11)

The predictions represented by the P function are those used by the
action choice mechanism. An action αt is then selected. Please note that
this action may be chosen by a mentor in the case where the system is
in a guidance period. In system’s perspective, we can, however, consider
guidance as an action choice mechanism as others. The selected action is
then executed in the environment and the system receives an immediate
reward ρt+1 and a new perception σt+1.

That new information allows to update the classifiers of RwdCS and Us-
rRCS. But UsrRCS’s update is only done in the case of guidance. Thus, this
LCS predicts the environmental reward according to the mentor’s behavior
exclusively, i.e. the reward obtained when the mentor acts. RwdCS, how-
ever, is updated at each execution cycle and uses for it the maximum of Po

and Pm predictions in order to get augmented predictions. To obtain this,
global prediction values P comes to replace Po predictions before RwdCS
update:

Po(σt, a)← P (σt, a) (12)
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for each action a of A. Thus, the update of classifiers of RwdCS is made
by using predictions maximizing those issued from RwdCS and those issued
from UsrRCS.

3.3.4 UsrRCS: a mentor’s reward model In our study, we say that ABE ”is
applied to” a certain kind of LCS to signify that RwdCS will be of that type.
For UsrRCS, a minimalist classifier system has been developed in order to
make the global study of this approach easier.

UsrRCS uses the classifier structure (c : a→ p) with c the condition part,
a the action part and p a reward prediction in R. To facilitate the study of
the impact of this approach, we do not use generalization in this LCS. Thus
the condition part of UsrRCS does not allow the don’t care symbol in the
values set of its elements.

The population of UsrRCS is not limited in size. UsrRCS begins with
an empty population and creates classifiers by a covering method: at each
execution cycle t, if the match set is empty, then a new classifier (σt, ai, p0)
is created for each possible action ai of A, with σt the current perception
and p0 a constant parameter used to initialize predictions. This mechanism
is made so that each couple (perception, action) will be represented by only
one classifier of the population. Thus, any match set will contain just one
classifier for each distinct action. For this reason, action values are very
simple to compute: for each action, it consists in the prediction value of the
unique classifier of the match set which advocates this action. After each
execution of an action, in the case of guidance exclusively, the prediction of
the classifier having advocated this action is updated as follows:

p← (1 − β) · p + β · (ρt+1 + γ ·max
a∈A

{

Pm(σt+1, a)
}

) (13)

where β is the learning rate and γ is the discount factor of UsrRCS. A is
the set of possible actions.

3.4 ”Imitation action” approach

The imitation action approach (IA) uses a behavioral model of the mentor.
Unlike the ABE approach, this mentor model is not used in parallel of the
base LCS of the agent. In this approach, the mentor’s modeling does not
take into account the rewards perceived from the environment. In addition
to the classical actions, the main LCS chooses to follow the behavior of
the mentor, or not, through a specific action which is called the imitation
action.

3.4.1 IA architecture The figure 3 presents the architecture of the imita-
tion action approach (IA). This approach uses two specialized LCSs:

– RwdCS (”Reward Classifier System”) implements the computation of
global predictions of the system. Thus, it plays the role of the main LCS
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as the RwdCS in the ABE approach. Unlike the ABE approach, however,
the set of actions used by RwdCS in the IA approach is A∪{αim}, with
αim an additional action called imitation action.

– UsrBCS (”User Behavior Classifier System”) models the behavior of the
mentor. Its aim is to predict actions of the mentor whatever the rewards
of the environment. The set of actions used by UsrBCS is A.

Fig. 3 The IA architecture.

In this architecture, the imitation action αim is an internal action. Unlike
other actions, also called external actions, it is not executable in the envi-
ronment. The function of αim is to act on the way the system will select an
external action to send to the actuators.

At each execution cycle t, the system receives the couple (σt, ρt) repre-
senting its perception of the current state and the reward corresponding to
this state. According to σt, RwdCS computes its prediction values P (σt, a)
for each action a in A∪ {αim}. Those calculations are effected using classi-
fier’s predictions and the internal mechanisms of RwdCS. They depend on
the type of LCS used as RwdCS.

The predictions P (σt, a) are used to select an action in A ∪ {αim}. If
an action of A is selected, then this action is sent to the actuators. If αim

is chosen, the action selection mechanism requires UsrBCS to obtain the
action in A which is considered similar to the mentor’s behavior. It is fi-
nally this last action which is sent to the actuators. The external action is
then executed in the environment and the system perceives as a result an
immediate reward ρt+1 and a new situation σt+1.

This new information allows to update the classifiers of RwdCS and
UsrBCS according to their respective internal mechanisms. Note that the
imitation action is an action like any other in the functioning of RwdCS. If
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this action is selected, then the immediate reward and the next perception
are considered by RwdCS as the consequences of this action, and not of the
external action finally sent to actuators. Thus, as any other action, αim will
be associated to a reward in RwdCS. In the case of guidance by a mentor,
RwdCS considers that the action executed is always αim.

As UsrRCS in the ABE approach, the classifiers of UsrBCS are only
updated during cycles where a mentor guides the observer agent. The dis-
tinctive feature of UsrBCS is that its updates are not made according to
the rewards nor the next perception. Indeed, its objective being to predict
mentor’s actions, its predictions are just updated according to the current
perception and the action chosen by the mentor during guidance.

3.4.2 UsrBCS: a mentor’s behavioral model As for UsrRCS, a minimalist
LCS has been used to act as UsrBCS. It uses the classifier structure (c : a

→ d) with c the condition part, a the action part and d a prediction of the
correspondence degree between this classifier and the mentor’s behavior. d

is defined as a real value in [0, 1]. As in UsrRCS, the generalization is not
used in order to facilitate the study of the approach.

The population of UsrBCS is not limited in size. UsrBCS begins with an
empty population and creates classifiers by the same covering method than
in UsrRCS with the parameter d0 as constant parameter used to initialize
the degree predictions of new classifiers. At each execution cycle, the value
of each action is defined as the correspondence degree of the unique classifier
in the match set that advocates this action. Finally, during the guidance,
each classifier (c : a, d) in the match set is updated as follows:

d←

{

(1 − β) · d + β if a = αt,
(1 − β) · d otherwise.

where β is the learning rate, and αt is the action executed in the environ-
ment.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Experimental conditions

4.1.1 Environments The experiment context used to evaluate our approaches
is the one defined by Wilson in his woods environments. It consists in 2D
discrete environments in which each cell may either be empty or contain
an obstacle or some food. At each cycle of simulation, the agent perceives
the eight cells close to its position and chooses an action among the eight
actions consisting in moving on one of those close cells. Three environments
of the woods type are used. They have been selected so as to propose a
problem of increasing complexity to our agent.
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4.1.2 Organization of experiments A simulation is defined as a succession
of problems. A problem begins with the setting of our agent in an empty cell
chosen randomly. Then, the agent acts in the environment until it reaches
a food cell or until 500 actions have been executed. The problem is then
considered as finished and a new problem may begin. In the case where a
food cell is reached, the agent gets a reward whose value is 1000. Three
types of problems can be distinguished:

– exploration problems: the agent selects its actions with an exploration
mechanism. This mechanism depends on the type of LCS considered.

– exploitation problems: the agent applies pure exploitation. It always
selects the action corresponding to the highest prediction. This type of
problem is used to compute the performances of the system.

– guidance problems: the agent is controlled by a mentor. The behavior of
the mentor depends on the considered experiment.

The simulations are composed of several phases: guidance, exploration
and exploitation. Each of them is constituted of problems of the same na-
ture. In order to evaluate the system during all the phases, however, ex-
ploration and guidance problems alternate with exploitation problems. The
performances of the system are computed during each exploitation problem
of the simulation. For each experiment, the number of problems in each
phases is chosen so as to let the time for performances to converge.

Two performance measures are achieved in order to evaluate our ap-
proaches:

– the number of steps to reach the food cell which is the number of actions
executed in the environment during a problem.

– the imitation percent of the mentor: it consists in the percent of actions
executed by the agent which corresponds to the behavior of the mentor
during a problem.

The performances results presented later in this paper are mean value of
all the performances obtained in ten simulations as soon as the performances
are stabilized. More precisely, ten simulations are effected and curves of
performances are obtained. Then, a problem is selected from which all curves
had become stable. Finally, the performance value presented is a mean of
all the values of the curves obtained after the chosen problem. In the case
of the number of steps performances, we also give the standard deviation of
the values used in the mean computation. Finally, some graphs showing the
dynamics of the steps to food performances are given in complement of the
global means.

4.1.3 Application to ZCS In order to apply the ABE approach on ZCS, it
is necessary to modify the method used by ZCS to compute its action value.
Indeed, the action values are normalized in ZCS and their computation is
based on the reward prediction. To enable the application of EBA approach,
we suppressed the normalization. Thus, the action value of an action ai is
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simply defined as the sum of the strength of the classifiers in the match set
which advocate this ai. From then on, it is no more divided by the sum of
the strength of all classifiers in the match set. The obtained equation is the
following:

P (ai) =
∑

c∈M|a

strength(c) (14)

with M the match set, M |a the subset of M containing the classifiers advo-
cating the action a, and strengh(c) the projection function defined on the set
of classifiers which associates to a classifier c its strength parameter. Please
note that this modification doesn’t affect the system functioning since the
modified predictions are only used in the action selection mechanism which
selects actions in proportion to their predictions.

Another specificity of ZCS is to have been designed to use a binary al-
phabet for the condition and action parts of classifiers. The set of symbols
used is {0,1} to which is added the don’t-care symbol # used for general-
ization. The contents of the perceived cells are encoded as follows: 00 for an
empty cell, 10 for an obstacle cell, and 11 for a food cell. The agent perceived
the eight cells surrounding its position from north and turns clockwise. The
actions are numbered from 0 to 7 and are encoded with three binary sym-
bols. The action numbered 0 is the one associated to the movement to the
north cell and the others actions are obtained turning clockwise. In the IA
approach, the actions are coded with four binary symbols: external actions
are numbered in the same way with three symbols and the imitation action
is represented by the string 1000.

Finally, the values of the parameters of ZCS used in our experiments are
the following: N = 400, S0 = 20, β = 0, 2, γ = 0, 71, τ = 0, 1, Φ = 0, 5,
P# = 0, 33, χ = 0, 5, µ = 0, 002, ρ = 0, 125. During exploration problems,
the actions are chosen with the roulette wheel method, the selection values
being the predictions. The parameters values, the exploration mechanism
and the encoding of perceptions and actions are the ones used by Wilson
to evaluate ZCS’ performances in [32]. During exploitation problems, the
genetic algorithm is disabled.

4.1.4 Application to XCS As ZCS, XCS has been designed to use a bi-
nary alphabet to encode condition and action parts of the classifiers. In
our experiments, it uses the same encoding that ZCS presented in the last
section.

The values of the parameters of XCS we used follows: N = 800, β = 0, 2,
γ = 0, 71, χ = 0, 5, µ = 0, 05, Θmna = 8, P# = 0, 33, PI = 0, 01, errI = 0,
FI = 0, 01, α = 0, 1, ǫ0 = 10, µ = 5, ΘGA = 30, Θdel = 20, δ = 0, 1. It
consists in default values chosen according to the parametrization advices
given by Butz in its algorithmic description of XCS [6]. In the case where
the IA approach is applied to XCS, the θmna parameter is set to 9 to take
account of the imitation action. During exploration problems, the actions
are chosen using the ǫ-greedy method with ǫ = 0.8. GA-subsumption is
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on with θsub = 20, while action-set subsumption is off. Finally, the genetic
algorithm is disabled during the exploitation problems.

4.1.5 Application to ACS Unlike ZCS and XCS, ACS is not based on a
binary alphabet. Thus, empty cells are represented by 0, obstacle cells by
1 and food cells by 2. The actions are numbered from 0 to 7 from the
one associated to the movement to the north and turning clockwise. The
imitation action of the IA approach is numbered 8.

Finally, the parameters of ACS have the following values in our exper-
iments: γ = 0, 71, br = 0, 2, bq = 0, 2, θr = 0, 9, θi = 0. In exploration
problems, the action is chosen with the following mechanism: with a prob-
ability px = 0.8, the action is selected randomly, otherwise the action is
selected by roulette wheel with the action values used as selective values.
This mechanism has been used by Butz in [4].

4.1.6 Settings of the mentor modeling LCSs When the ABE approach is
applied, the parameters of UsrRCS have the following values: γ = 0, 71,
β = 0, 2, p0 = 0, 01. When the IA approach is applied, the parameters of
UsrBCS have the following values: β = 0, 2 et d0 = 0, 01.

4.2 Experiments in Woods1

Woods1 is a Markov environment presented by Wilson for the evaluation of
ZCS [32]. It consists in a very simple environment (figure 4) in which the
mean performance of an optimal behavior is of 1.6875 steps to reach the
food. Wilson has shown that ZCS develops a stable sub-optimal behavior
in this environment [32]. In [33], he showed that XCS is able to reach an
optimal behavior in the Woods2 environment whose structure is similar to
Woods1 but containing two types of obstacles and foods. Those results let
us to believe that XCS should develop an optimal policy in Woods1. Finally,
Butz showed in [4] that ACS develops a complete environmental model of
Woods1 and an optimal behavior to reach the food.

The experiments done in Woods1 enables to observe the effect of guid-
ance on LCSs according to the considered approaches. Two series of ex-
periments have been executed: the first one with an optimal mentor, and
the second one with a sub-optimal mentor. The policies of those two men-
tors, respectively named UO and U1, are presented in figures 4b and c.
Each experiment begins with a guidance phase of 200 problems, followed
by an exploration phase of 800 problems, and finally an exploitation phase
of 2000 problems. The steps to food performances are compared with the
LCSs’ performances without guidance. They are obtained with an experi-
ence composed of an exploration phase of 1000 problems, followed by an
exploitation phase of 2000 problems. All the presented results are a mean
of the performances obtained during the last 2000 problems.

The obtained results are presented in tables 1 and 2. Moreover, figures 5a
and 5b present the steps to food dynamics of all the experiences including
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Fig. 4 (a) The Woods1 environment. It is toroid: this pattern is indefinitely
repeated in the horizontal and vertical directions. (b) Behavior of the mentor U0.
This policy is optimal. (c) Behavior of the mentor U1. The mean number of step
of this policy is of 4.19.

ZCS XCS ACS

Approach stf σstf im stf σstf im stf σstf im

No guidance 3.72 0.10 - 1.69 0.02 - 1.69 0.02 -

GO 2.84 0.06 55 1.69 0.02 91 1.69 0.02 85

ABE 1.74 0.02 96 1.69 0.02 92 1.69 0.02 86

IA 2.12 0.04 75 1.69 0.02 100 1.69 0.02 100

Table 1 Mean performances in Woods1 with the mentor U0. ”stf”: steps to food
performance. ”σstf”: standard deviation of the steps to food performance. ”%
im”: percent of action imitating the mentor’s behavior.

ZCS XCS ACS

Approach stf σstf im stf σstf im stf σstf im

No guidance 3.72 0.10 - 1.69 0.02 - 1.69 0.02 -

GO 2.78 0.05 50 1.69 0.02 63 1.69 0.02 63

ABE 2.98 0.12 84 1.69 0.02 63 1.69 0.02 63

IA 2.62 0.07 72 1.69 0.02 63 1.69 0.02 63

Table 2 Mean performances in Woods1 with the mentor U1. ”stf”: steps to food
performance. ”σstf”: standard deviation of the steps to food performance. ”%
im”: percent of action imitating the mentor’s behavior.

ZCS. With these results, we may observe that ZCS has a mean number
of steps stable but sub-optimal of 3.72. These performances are similar
to those obtained by Wilson. Moreover, we can observe that passing by
a guidance phase has allowed to obtain better performance than without
guidance. This observation is made even with the mentor U1 nevertheless
its policy less efficient than ZCS without guidance. In this case, the system
improved its performance by reproducing some of the efficient actions of the
mentor especially in the cells neighboring the food. Thus, it had implicitly
imitated the efficient parts of the mentor’s behavior and dropped the useless
parts. When the mentor is U0, then the performance obtained with the
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Fig. 5 Steps to food performances with ZCS in Woods1. (a) The mentor is U0.
(b) The mentor is U1.

ABE approach becomes optimal, and the one of the IA approach close to
optimal. This is confirmed by the fact that the system follows the mentor’s
behavior in 96% of its actions with the ABE approach and in 75% with the
AI approach.

XCS and ACS develop optimal policies without guidance. This is in
accordance with results published by Wilson and Butz. With a guidance
phase and the use of our approaches, developed behavior are optimal too.
Nevertheless, these results enable to make some observation about the way
the mentor’s behavior can act upon the learning. Indeed, we may notice
that the imitation percent of the mentor U0 tends to 100% with the IA
approach. With this approach, the system develops a policy exactly as the
same as U0’s policy whereas the other approaches reproduce this behavior
only partially: about 91% for XCS and 85% for ACS.

4.3 Experiments in Woods14

Woods14 is a Markov environment consisting in a linear path of 18 empty
cells (figure 6) leading to a food cell. The mean number of steps of an
optimal behavior in this environment is of 9.5. This environment has been
introduced by Cliff and Ross in order to evaluate ZCS in an environment
that forces the system to maintain a behavior containing a long chain of
actions [7]. They show that ZCS obtains sub-optimal performances. In [3],
Bull and Hurst show that ZCS is able to obtain optimal performances in
Woods14 with some specific values of parameters.

XCS has been evaluated in Woods14 by Lanzi [16] in order to analyze
generalization mechanisms of this LCS. Lanzi obtained results showing that
XCS performances do not tend to optimal. On the contrary, the system tends
to stay blocked in certain states of the environment.
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Fig. 6 The Woods14 environment.

ACS has been tested in Woods14 by Butz [5]. The performances obtained
in those experiments are optimal. Nevertheless, the parameters used by Butz
differs from those used in our experiments1.

Our prime objective is to observe how imitation, after guidance by a
mentor, can improve performance obtained by systems without guidance.
For this reason, we use an optimal mentor here. Each experiment begins by
a guidance phase of 1000 problems, followed by an exploration phase of 1000
problems, and finally an exploitation phase of 8000 problems. The LCSs’
performances without guidance are obtained with an experiment composed
of an exploration phase of 1000 problems, followed by an exploitation phase
of 9000 problems. Table 3 shows the performances obtained. They are means
of all the performances obtained during the last 5000 problems. Figures 7a,
7b and 8 present the steps to food dynamics for all the LCSs and all the
approaches. In all the experiments involving XCS the error threshold ǫ0 is
set to 0.05.

ZCS XCS ACS

Approach stf σstf im stf σstf im stf σstf im

No guidance 9.5 0.23 - 348 13.50 - 13.9 0.56 -

GO 9.5 0.26 100 233 12.94 11 13.9 0.48 76

ABE 9.5 0.24 100 10.5 0.37 91 13.8 0.50 77

IA 9.5 0.24 100 10.1 0.26 95 13.3 0.58 79

Table 3 Mean performances in Woods14. ”stf”: steps to food performance.
”σstf”: standard deviation of the steps to food performance. ”% im”: percent
of action imitating the mentor’s behavior.

We may observe that ZCS develops an optimal behavior without guid-
ance. Those results appear surprising at first sight because the parameters
we used in our experiments are the ones used by Cliff and Ross who did
not obtain such performances. However, the organization of problems in
our experiment is different from the one of Cliff and Ross. Indeed, Cliff and
Ross’ experiments contain only exploration problems. They do not switch to

1 Butz uses the following parameters: γ = 0.95, br = 0.05, bq = 0.05, θr = 0.9
and θi = 0.1.
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Fig. 7 Steps to food performances in Woods14. (a) Performances with ZCS. (b)
Performances with XCS.
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Fig. 8 Steps to food performances in Woods14 with ACS.

exploitation problems and compute their performances during exploration
problems. ZCS develops at least an optimal policy in our configuration.
Nevertheless, the convergence toward such performances is obtained only
after 4000 exploitation problems, i.e. 2000 problems after the end of the ex-
ploration phase. The GO approach allows to reach the optimum after 3000
problems while the ABE and IA approaches enable to reach it during the
guidance phase, in less than 500 exploitation problems.

Concerning XCS, the classifier system develops some policies which have
a mean number of steps of 348 without guidance and 233 with the GO ap-
proach (and guidance). The ABE and IA approaches allow to highly improve
these performances: after stabilization, the steps to food performance of the
ABE approach is 10.5, while the one of the IA approach is 10.1.

Without guidance, ACS tends to a sub-optimal mean number of steps
and we can observe that the GO, ABE and IA approaches stay close to
this result. The performances obtained without guidance are different from
Butz’s results in Woods14, but this may be explained by a difference of
parameterizing between our system and Butz’ experiments. In order to ver-
ify this hypothesis, some complementary experiments using the parameters
values of Butz have been performed. Optimal performances have then been
obtained as in Butz’s results.
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4.4 Experiments in Woods7

Woods7 has been used by Wilson to evaluate ZCS [32]. The mean number
of steps of an optimal policy, according to Wilson, is 2.2. Nevertheless, this
environment is non-Markov for systems using a perception limited to the
eight neighboring cells. Indeed, such a perception doesn’t allow to distin-
guish every state of the environment i.e. some distinct states are perceived
like identical by our agent. The presence of such perceptual aliasings makes
impossible for our system to develop an optimal strategy in Woods7. Thus,
the mean number of steps obtained by ZCS, in Wilson’s experiments, is
close to 5 steps to reach the food.

Fig. 9 The Woods7 environment.

Woods7’s main characteristic is that it does not represent an impossible
problem for our system despite the presence of perceptual aliasing. Indeed,
some deterministic policies enable to reach the food starting from any state
of the environment and without using any memory mechanism of the past.
Thus, the objective of the experiments in Woods7 is to test in what the
imitation can help our agent to find and apply those deterministic strate-
gies. In our experiments, the mentor M1 applies the following deterministic
strategy:

– if the mentor perceives a food, it directly goes to it,
– otherwise, if he perceives an obstacle, he moves to the first free cell pre-

ceding the obstacle cell in the order of the perception (turning clockwise
and beginning by the north cell),

– otherwise, he moves to the east cell.

The mean steps to food of this policy is 3.70.

Each experiment begins with a guidance phase of 1000 problems, fol-
lowed by an exploration phase of 1000 problems, and finally an exploitation
phase of 8000 problems. The LCSs’ performances without guidance are ob-
tained with an experiment composed of an exploration phase of 1000 prob-
lems, followed by an exploitation phase of 9000 problems. Table 4 shows the
performances obtained. They are means of all the performances obtained
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ZCS XCS ACS

Approach stf σstf im stf σstf im stf σstf im

No guidance 4.97 0.47 - 3.81 0.18 - 4.26 0.17 -

GO 4.97 0.59 46 3.99 0.20 38 3.86 0.19 42

ABE 4.07 0.16 92 5.20 1.25 72 3.87 0.23 88

IA 3.81 0.11 99 3.60 0.14 68 3.69 0.15 85

Table 4 Mean performances in Woods7 with the M1 mentor. ”stf”: steps to food
performance. ”σstf”: standard deviation of the steps to food performance. ”% im”:
purcent of action imitating the mentor’s behavior.
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Fig. 10 Steps to food performances in Woods7 when the mentor is M1. (a)
Performances with ZCS. (b) Performances with XCS.
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Fig. 11 Steps to food performances with ACS in Woods7 when the mentor is
M1.
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during the last 5000 problems. Figures 10a, 10b and 11 present the steps to
food dynamics for all the LCSs and all the approaches.

The mean number of steps used by ZCS to reach the food is 4.97. The
GO approach does not improve this performance. With the ABE and IA
approaches, we may observe that the performances get closer to the mentor’s
ones. The mean performance of the ABE approach is 4.07, while the one of
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the IA approach is 3.81. In parallel, the mentor’s behavior is imitated with a
mean percent of 92% for the ABE approach, and 99% for the IA approach.

Without guidance, XCS tends to a performance of 3.81. The GO and
ABE approaches does not permit to improve this performance. On the con-
trary, the GO approach develops a behavior with a mean performance close
to 4 steps to food, the mentor being imitated for only 38% of the actions.
With the ABE approach the mean number of steps is 5.26. Nevertheless,
this mean is not really representative of the system performances as they are
not steady. The high value of the standard deviation confirms it. This un-
steadiness comes from the fact that in some experiments, the system stays
locked in a cycling behavior between certain states. Those deadlock situ-
ations, however, have appeared on rare occasions. That explains why the
performances remain below 10 steps. Finally, the IA approach is the only
one whose performance is really better than XCS without guidance. More-
over, it reaches a better number of steps than the mentor, with 3.60 steps
against 3.70 for the mentor. The behaviors developed with that approach
reproduce 68% of the mentor’s behavior.

Applied to ACS, the GO, ABE and IA approaches obtain better perfor-
mances than without guidance. The IA approach obtains a mean number
of steps lightly better than the mentor’s one. Although this performance is
almost the same as the mentor’s, the imitation percentage is close to 85%.

Behaviors of XCS and ACS with the IA approach. The IA approach en-
abled XCS and ACS to obtain better performances than the mentor. The
observation of the policies developed by the two LCSs enabled us to point
out several differences between the LCSs’ behaviors and the mentor’s one.

In most of the states where an obstacle or a food is perceived, XCS and
ACS tend to reproduce the mentor’s behavior. Thus, the system moves di-
rectly to the food if a food is perceived, or circumvents the first obstacle
perceived ”by the left” otherwise. In some few states, however, we observed
a change. Most often those changes bring an improvement to the perfor-
mances. For instance, the system will circumvent the first obstacle ”by the
right” or circumvent another obstacle than the first one. The figure 12 shows
some examples of the observed changes.

Fig. 12 Examples of policy improvements in Woods7. The full line represents
the mentor’s actions and the dotted line the system’s actions.
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With both XCS and ACS, most of the actions that differ from the men-
tor’s behavior are performed in the states where no obstacle and no food is
perceived. Despite the fact that the mean performances are rather steady,
the behaviors in those states periodically change over the sequence of prob-
lems. To understand that phenomenon, it is important to note that all these
states are perceived as a unique ”empty situation”. The Markov policy de-
veloped by the LCSs can only provide one unique action for all these states.
That action has thus to enable the system to reach as soon as possible a
state where an obstacle or a food is perceived. The empty situation is often
encountered in Woods7 and thus the classifiers matching the correspond-
ing situation-action pair are often updated. Because any action performed
in the empty situation may have a high variety of consequences, the pre-
diction value of those classifiers may often vary. A consequence is that,
sometimes, the value of the action of the current policy in the empty situ-
ation becomes lower than the value of another action, and so the policy of
the system changes. From then on, the fact that XCS obtains better per-
formances than ACS depends on the actions each system tends to select
instead of the east action of the mentor. Thus, we observed that XCS most
often executes south-east or north-west action. ACS, on the other hand,
frequently selects one of those two actions but not as much often as XCS.
The specificity of those two actions is to be globally more efficient than east
action to enable to reach a state where an obstacle or a food is perceived2.
That explains, therefore, why XCS obtains better performances than the
mentor while ACS stays rather close to him.

Experiences with a new mentor M2. The following experiments have been
made to test how a mentor performing the best action in the empty situation
will impact the performances of our systems. To have a complete view of
the effect, the experiments have been carried out with the three LCSs and
all our approaches.

In these experiences, the mentor M2 follows the policy of M1 except in
the empty situation where he moves to the south-east cell. The mean steps
to food of this policy is 3.35. The organization of phases and the parameters
used are the same as in the experiences with M1.

The obtained results are presented in the table 5. They show an im-
provement of all the performances in comparison to the one obtained with
the mentor M1.

With ZCS, the quality order of the approaches stays the same: the GO
approach has a mean performance of 4.83, while the ABE approach obtains
3.70 and the IA one 3.53. As with M1, the IA approach enable ZCS to
reproduce 98% of mentor’s actions.

2 A system applying the policy of M1 around the obstacles and food but per-
forming another action in the empty situation would have the following perfor-
mance: 3.70 with E or W actions, 3.35 with SE or NW, 3.80 with SW or NE. N
and S actions may conduct to cycling behaviors.
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ZCS XCS ACS

Approach stf σstf im stf σstf im stf σstf im

No guidance 4.97 0.47 - 3.81 0.18 - 4.26 0.17 -

GO 4.83 0.35 41 4.22 0.19 41 3.88 0.22 38

ABE 3.70 0.14 92 3.71 0.56 80 3.26 0.09 96

IA 3.53 0.10 98 3.45 0.12 84 3.51 0.16 77

Table 5 Mean performances in Woods7 with the mentor M2. ”stf”: steps to food
performance. ”σstf”: standard deviation of the steps to food performance. ”% im”:
purcent of action imitating the mentor’s behavior.

With XCS, we can observe several changes in comparison with the per-
formances obtained with M1. First of all, the ABE approach enables now an
improvement of the performances of XCS without guidance. The standard
deviation is half of the deviation observed with M1 but still stays impor-
tant in comparison with the deviation obtained with the other approaches.
Secondly, the IA approach still has the best performances for XCS, but
no more has better performances than the mentor. In fact, XCS still pe-
riodically changes the action it performs in the empty situation. For that
reason, the system cannot reach performances as good as the M2 mentor.
As a matter of fact, the mentor performing the best action in the empty
situation, the periodical execution of another action can only have some
negative effects on the performances.

With ACS, we also observe some changes. As a matter of fact, the ABE
approach permits now to obtain better performances than the mentor while
the IA approach does not enable it. The reason of the last observation is
the same as for XCS. With the IA approach, ACS does not always perform
the south-east action in the empty situation. As for XCS, this can only have
some negative effects on the performances. Concerning the ABE approach,
we can observe that the system reproduces 96% of the mentor’s actions.
The system reproduces a high majority of the mentor’s actions but has find
some situations where other actions are more efficient. In fact, the major
advantage brought by the ABE approach is to have enabled ACS to always
perform the south-east action in the empty situation. It becames possible
because the mentor’s model computes its own values and imposes them to
the main LCS if they are higher than the values computed by that main
LCS. In that specific configuration, it enables ACS to maintain the south-
east action value higher than the other action values in the empty situation.

5 Discussion

Among our approaches, the GO approach allows us to observe the effect
of guidance as a method to explore the environment. Thus, it allows to
observe how an exploration of the environment based on a deterministic
behavior, mostly optimal, can assist the system’s learning. To obtain an
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efficient learning in the RL systems, we know that it is necessary to let
the system explore the environment long enough before switching to a pure
exploitation of its knowledge. The exploration method is of great impor-
tance because it determines the way the transitions of the environment are
achieved. Therefore, one might expect the guidance by an optimal mentor
to harm the performances of the system. This is only partially true. In fact,
we observe in our results that the GO approach allows to improve the per-
formances in many of our experiments where optimal performance were not
reached without guidance. This result is obtained even when the mentor
is not optimal. Despite those improvements, optimal performances could
not be obtained in the GO approach if they had not already been obtained
without guidance. In the case of XCS in Woods14, the Go approach does
not solve the system’s difficulties and the performances remain very poor.

The results obtained with the ABE approach vary according to the envi-
ronment and the type of LCS considered. In Markov environments, the ABE
approach is able to improve the performances of the systems in most cases.
It enables ZCS to obtain optimal performances in Woods1 if the mentor is
optimal. In the non-Markov environment, the ABE approach has allowed
to improve the learning capacities of ZCS and ACS. Performances are then
close to the mentor’s which guided the system except in one case where it
enabled ACS to obtain better performances than the mentor. With XCS,
however, the system has encountered some deadlock situations. Those dead-
locks come from the presence of perceptual aliasing in the environment: a
same action in a same situation may lead to very different rewards because
some situations may represent several different states. Thus, it is possible
to have some overvalued reward predictions in the mentor model. But the
mentor model is no longer updated once the guidance period is over. There-
fore, a model of mentor containing overvalued predictions after the guidance
may act very negatively upon the system’s behavior until imposing to it a
cycling behavior, as we saw it with XCS in Woods7.

The IA approach is the one that has achieved the best performances in
most of the environment/system/mentor configurations. The AI approach
enables to improve the performances of our systems in every tested con-
figurations where an improvement was possible. The AI approach presents
several advantages in comparison to the ABE approach. Especially, it ap-
plies a latent learning of the mentor’s behavior. This allows the system to
model the mentor without taking account of the environmental reward. This
allows that approach to be extended to different mentor/observer interac-
tion models because it is not necessary to test the mentor’s actions in the
environment to build the behavioral model. Another advantage of this ap-
proach is that an erroneous model of mentor’s behavior will not have any
blocking influence on the system’s global behavior.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented three approaches of imitation for the classifier
systems architectures. Our objective was to enable an observer agent to
improve its performances by taking into account the behavior of a mentor
agent. Those approaches have been evaluated and compared in different
environments as they were applied to the three major learning classifier
systems today: ZCS, XCS and ACS. Although the environments used have
a small size, they allow us to highlight some essential features of their effect
on learning.

The results showed, in several occasions, an improvement of the clas-
sifiers systems performance by taking into account an observed behavior.
Moreover, those results showed why it was relevant to use an explicit men-
tor’s model in addition to the classifier system. Regarding this point, two
models have been considered. In the first case, we used a rewards model, spe-
cific to the mentor’s behavior, whose predictions are integrated into the the
action selection process through a maximization. That first model enabled
to efficiently take account of the observed behavior in Markov environments.
In non-Markov environments, however, that approach may cause some dead-
lock phenomena. The second model relies on a behavioral model of the men-
tor. The outputs of that model are used in the action choice through the
use of an additional action called imitation action. That approach achieved
the best performances in the most of the tested configurations. That model
appears more efficient than the former one on several points. It especially
enables a latent learning of the mentor’s behavior and is not subjected to
deadlock phenomenons in non-Markov environments.

The study presented in this paper compares several approaches. It high-
lights the relevance of an observed behavior being taken into account and
shows that the use of an imitation action is an efficient method. However,
it does not highlight how those mechanisms enable to improve the system’s
abilities. The next logical step of our study would be to pursue the study
of the imitation action approach in order to analyze more precisely the im-
provement brought to the system. Some other perspectives may consist in
extending the architectures of our approaches. It might be possible to de-
velop some mechanisms enabling to avoid the deadlock phenomenons of the
approach based on a mentor reward model. For instance, we might use a
reliability parameter in order to measure the accuracy of the predictions of
the mentor model. Another perspective might be to allow the use of gener-
alization in the mentor models. Finally, the logical continuation of this work
will be to study imitation for learning classifier systems in environments of
increasing complexity in order to tend toward large dynamic multi-agent
environments.
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